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IINTRODUCTION
In 1972 Congress passed the Coastal Zone Management Act.
Under Section 302 of the act Congress found that "there is a
national interest in effective management, beneficial use, pro-
tection and development of the coastal zone." Lemphasis addeQ!
To this end, Congress in Section 303 declared that there
is a national policy (a) to preserve, protect, develop and,
where possible, to restore or enhance the resources of the
nation's coastal zone for this and succeeding generations, (b)
to encourage and assist the states to exercise effectively their
responsibilities in the coastal zone through development and
implementation of management programs to achieve wise use of the
land and water resources of the coastal zone, giving full con-
sideration to ecological, cultural, historic and aesthetic values
a~ well as the needs for economic development, Landi (c) for all
federal agencies engaged in programs affecting the coastal zone
to cooperate and participate {emphasis addeQ7 with state and
local governments and regional agencies in effectuating the pur-
poses of this title.
In 1971, in advance of the Coastal Zone Management Act,
Rhode Island created by legislative act the Coastal Resources
Management Council (CRMC), wi.th the mandate "to preserve, pro-
tect, develop and, where possible, restore the coastal resources
of the state."
While the goals of environmental protection and planned
development are necessary and desirable, it is where the pro-
grams meet the people (in the permitting authorities) t~at
problems are occurring. Because of a lack of efficient and
effective coordination between the federal agencies and the
state, projects which present no damage to the coastal en-
vironment and are acceptable by existing standards may be
delayed and ultimately cancelled due to the fact that busi-
nesses, particularly smail businesses, have critical financing
problems and can't afford to have their capital tied up for
indefinite periods of time.
It is with this in mind that I examined the permitting
process on the federal and state level, looking specifically
at the Coastal Resources Management Council and the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers. I examined them first, individually
to compare their missions and administrative structure,
second I examined how well they function together at the
present time, third I looked at ways in which they could
function more efficiently under existing directives and,
fourth, I have made recowmendations requiring changes in
federal legislation.
For the purpose of this study I am not addressing some
of the more controversial subjects, such as energy facility
siting or nuclear power since they are complicated by poli-
tical and emotional considerations. I am instead concerning
2
myself with the problems of small businessmen (e.g., marina
owners) and riparian property owners.
3
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COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
The Coastal Resources Management Council consists of
seventeen members. Its membership is designed to provide a
diverse demographic and geographic representation throughout
the state. The Council also includes a varying number of
members who serve in a nonvoting advisory capacity.
Advisory members represent federal agencies such as the Navy,
Coast Guard, Army Corps of Engineers and the Federal water
1
Pollution Control A~~inistration.
The Council's primary responsibility is maintaining a
continuing coastal management plan for the states' resources.
Involved in this process is the evaluation of the quantity,
quality and potential of the resources and the setting of
standards for the protection and development of each of these
resources.
These plans and programs are to be developed around
basic criteria including:
(a) The need and demand for various activities and
their impact upon ecological systems
(b) The degree of compatibility of various activities
(c) The capability of coastal resources to support
various activities
(d) Water quality standards set by the Department of
Health
4
(el Consideration of plan studies, surveys, inventories,
and so forth, prepared by other public and private owners
(f) Consideration of contiguous land uses and transporta-
tion facilities
(g) Consistency with the state guide Plan. 2
Once the plans and policies are formulated, any person,
firm or agency planning any development or activity below
mean high water would have to "demonstrate that its proposa~
would not (1) conflict with any resources management plan or
program, (2) make any area unsuitable for any uses or activities
to which it is allocated by a resources management plan or pro-
gram or (3) significantly damage the environment of the coastal
region."
Above mean high water the Council has the authority to
approve, modify, set conditions for, or reject those land-
side activities which vlould have a direct and signific~nt
impact on the coastal environment and/or the nanagement nlan.
These activities include:
(a) Power generating and desalinization plants
(b) Chemical or petroleum processing, transfer, or
storage
(cl Minerals extraction
(d) Shoreline protection facilities and physiographical
features
5
(e) Intertidal salt marshes
(f) Sewage treatment and disposal and solid waste dis-
1 f "1 " " 3posa aC1 1t1es.
To insure that the various standards and guidelines are
met, the legislature has attempted to establish systems of
linkages or networking to provide the Council with the neces-
sary administrative capability to coordinate its plans and
policies through the other state agencies having jurisdiction
in the Coastal Zone. The principle agencies are: (1) the
Department of Natural Resources, (2) Department of Health,
(3) Department of Administration (state guide plan), (4)
Department of Transportation, (5) Port Authority and Economic
Development Corporation, and (6) Solid Waste Management
Corporation. In conjunction with them, the Council has
certain coordinating powers and duties:
(a) Functioning as a binding arbitrator in any matter
of dispute involving both the resources of the state's
coastal region and the interests of two or more municipali-
ties or state agencies,
(b) Consulting and coordinating actions with local state,
regional and federal agencies and private interests,
(c) Conducting or sponsoring coastal research,
(d) Advising the governor, the General Assembly and
the public on coastal matters. 4
6
With the Council's plans, standards and administrative
organization in 'Place, it is authorized to "exercise the
following opera·ting functions":
(a) Issue, modify or deny permits for any work in above
or beneath the water areas under its jurisdiction, including
conduct of any form of agriculture~
(bl Issue, modify or deny permits for dredging, filling,
or any other physical alteration of intertidal salt marshes;
(c) Grant licenses, permits and easements for the use
of coastal resources which are held in trust by the state for
all its citizens and impose fees for the private use of such
resources;
(d) Determining the need for establishing pier head:
bulkhead, and harbor lines;
(e) Developing, leasing and maintaining state piers and
other state-owned property assigned to the agency by the
Department of Natural Resources, the governor, or the General
Assembly;
(f) Investigating complaints alleging violations of
5
state laws or riparian rights in the state's tidal waters.
If there is a violation of the state management program
or the regulations, the Council is empowered to order the
violator to "cease and desist or to remedy such violation."
Thus, activities undertaken under the Council's jurisdiction,
without a valid permit, would be considered in violation of
7
regulations of the Council. The Council chairman is also
authorized to "bring prosecution by complaint and warrant,
and such prosecution shall be made in the district court. 6
The superior court shall nave the jurisdiction in equity to
enforce the provisions of this chapter."?
Upon conviction, any violator shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and shall be fined not more than three hundred
dollars or shall be imprisoned for not more than three months
or both, and each day of such violation is considered a
8
separate offense.
Thus, at face value the Council has the authority to
formulate coastal management plans, set standards, coordinate
with other federal, state, local and regional agencies, and
to prosecute violators.
8
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U. S. AID1Y CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Under the laws of the United States, Congress has
assigned to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers certain non-
military functions. These functions were laid down in
Section 9-14 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and
regulate structures and obstructions in,across/or over
navigable waters. In the years since 1899 the Corps has
been given the additional missions of flood control, hydro-
power production, water supply storage, and recreation. 9
Most recently Congress has given the Corps the
responsibility to restore and maintain water quality by regu-
lating the discharge of dredged or fill material in the
coastal and inland waters.
The Corps expanded authority was principally the result
of two pieces of legislation. The National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1970 directed the Corps institute a
"public interest r evLew poLi.cy" in which future permit
evaluations would include: navigation, fish and wildlife,
conservation, pollution aesthetic, ecology, economics,
general environmental concerns, historic values, flood
damage prevention, land use, and recreation. This "public
interest approach" was upheld by the Fifth Circuit, Court
of Appeals in the case Zabel v. Tabb (430F 2nd 199), rever-
sing the decision of the District Court in Jacksonville,
9
Florida which ruled that the Corps had no power to consider
anything but interference with navigation. 1 0
Corps authority in regard to water quality is based on
Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(FWPC~) 1972. Under the act the Corps' authority was
originally interpreted to be limited to "waterswhich are
presently used, were used in the past, or could be used by
b . . ,,10reasona Ie lmprovements, to transport lnterstate commerce.
However, in March of 1975 the U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia in Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) v. Callaway extended the Corps' responsibility to all
waters of the United States. l l
The program is presently being instituted in three
phases:
Phase I - Effective July 25, 1975, /extended7 the
Corps regulation of disposal of dredged or fill
material to the traditional navigable waters of
the United States and contiguous or adjacent wet-
lands.
Phase II - Effective July 1, 1976, /expanded7 the
Corps permit program into primary tributaries of
navigable waters of the United States, lakes, and
the contiguous or adjacent wetlands.
Phase III - After July 1, 1977, the Corps will
exercise its Section 404 authority over all
waters of the United states. 1 2
In addition to the standard dredge material taken from
u.s. waters, the Corps will also regulate the following types
of activities:
10
(1) Site development fills for recreational, industrial,
commercial and other uses,
(2) Causeways or road fills, dams on dikes, and artifi-
cial islands,
(3) Property protection and/or reclamation devices
such as rip rap, groins, seawalls, breakwaters, bulkheads
and fills,
(4) Beach nourishment, levees, sanitary land fills
and backfill requirements for the placement of structures
h f "1·· 13suc as sewage treatment aCl ~t~es.
These two acts, along with the Fish and Wildlife Coordina-
tion Act, the Enuangered Species Act and the Coastal Zone
Management Act, provided the framework, procedures, policies
and goals under which the Corps operates. 1 4
As with the CRMC, if the Corps finds that an individual
is involved in unauthorized activities under the Corps'
jurisdiction, it may issue a "cease and desist letter" which
if ignored may be referred to a United States attorney to
obtain a court restraining order. I S
Violations of Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
prohibiting "unauthorized obstruction or alteration of any
navigable waters, and Section 404 of the FWPCA are referred
directly to the U. S. attorney for legal action. Civil
actions concerning unauthorized small docks and piers may be
handled by the District Engineer who may require removal,
11
modification or simply issue an "after the fact ll permit if it
is in conformance with Corps standards and not counter to the
pUblic interest.
Violators are charged with a misdemeanor and subject to
a fine of $500-$2,500 and imprisonment up to one year.
In addition, the Corps has the authority to require the re-
moval of unauthorized structures or the restoration of the
area t . t .. 1 16o 1 s or1g1na state.
In comparing the administrative framework, procedures,
policies and goals of the Council and the Corps, it is
apparent that except for the proportional differences in
funding, manpower and jurisdiction which are present in any
federal, state comparison, the two organizations function in
substantially the same way.
12
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PRESENT DEGREE OF COORDINATION
A. Coastal Resources Management Council
Upon receipt of a completed application (which includes
proof of ownership, names and addresses of abutting property
owrier s , and a detailed site plan of the proposed work and
the surrounding area--see Appendix A), the information is
immediately put out to public notice for thirty days.
During this time:
(1) A copy of the application is mailed to all state
and local agencies and the abutting property owners,
(2) A site visit is made by members of the Council
staff,
(3) Technical reports and comments may be requested
from Department of Natural Resources, Department of Health,
State Wide Planning or other concerned agencies or organiza-
tions.
If no objections are raised during this period, the
application is brought up before the full Council at the next
monthly meeting for consideration. If the application is
found to be in conformance with the Council's evaluating
criteria, the assent is issued immediately. However, if one
objection is received during the notice period, a public
hearing is required following the provisions of the
II Admi.n La t r a t Lve Procedures Act."
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When a public hearing is required:
(1) Newspaper advertisements must precede the hearing
by twenty days.
(2) The Council's subcommittee will take testimony and
receive evidence from the project's proponents and opponents.
(3) Hearing transcripts are supplied to the Council.
(4) The suhcommittee will then present a recommendation
to the full Council at the next monthly meeting.
(5) Objectors then have thirty days from the date of the
Council's written decision to bring suit in Rhode Island
Superior Court to stay the Council's decision.
Thus the Council's permit process could take anyWhere
from six weeks to six months or longer depending on how con-
troversial the project is, how thorough the applicant is in
preparing the application, and how successful the applicant
is in convincing opponents.
B. Army Corps of Engineers
The Corps' overall permitting framework is substantially
the same as the CRNe's, differing only in the degree of
complexity dictated by the number of acts governing the
Corps' actions in the coastal zone, and by the number of
agencies required to comment on various sections of applica-
tions.
l~
The form an "Application for a Department of the Army
Permit" (see Appendix B) is similar to the Council's applica-
tion but with enough differences to cause confusion in some
instances.
When an application is received it is assigned an
identification number, checked for completeness and sent out
to notice within fifteen days if the required information has
been supplied. l ?
The notice will be distributed for posting in post
offices . . . in the vicinity of the site of the
proposed work and will be sent to the applicant,
to appropriate city and county officials, to ad-
joining property owners, to concerned federal
agencies, to local, regional and national ship-
ping and other concerned business and conserva-
tion organizations, and other interested
parties •.. land it7 • may be published for
five consecutive days in the local newspaper. l S
During the subsequent seventy-five day comment period,
the District Engineer will accept and consider comments from
all interested parties. Comments may also be specifically
required or requested from area field representatives of:
Secretary of the Interior, the Regional Director
of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife,
the Regional Director of the National Park Ser-
vice, the Regional Administrator of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), the Regional
Director of the National Marine Fisheries Service
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
~ion (NOAA) ... and t~9 District Commander,
u. S. Coast Guard .. .
Further, the District Engineer is directed to determine
if an environmental impact statement, water quality certifi-
15
cation, other speciali7.ed considerations must be madej if
so additional requirements and timetables must be adhered
to. 2 0
Public hearings may be required by law or the Corps
may determine on the basis of notice responses, that "further
opportunity for public expressions of interest may be
warranted." In such cases a thirty day advance notice is
required. 2 l
Therefore, the corps' permitting process can become a
long, drawn out process. Even if a permit is not required
to go through the entire process, the sheer bulk of applica-
tions passing through the Corps annually may delay the entire
procedure.
As an example, prior to the FWPCA Section 404 responsi-
bilities, about 400 applications were processed annually.
In Phase II, the Corps is processing 800 applications per
year, with the average application taking between three and
four months for approval. 2 2
A Corps representative stated that, in fact, the number
of applications should be much greater but at the present
time there has not been a substantial pUblic information or
enforcement drive to bring about compliance with the Phase II
requirements. When Phase III is instituted in July of 1977,
it may take between four and eight months to process an
1 " t' 23app lca lon.
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At the present time, many applications requiring Fish
and TIJildlife comment are returned marked "no conunent" due
to lack of personnel. 2 4 To me this is indicative of a
possible trend toward decreasing efficiency and effectiveness.
If the systems used by the Corps and CID1C are juxtiposed
one can see that by the time the Corps has completed its
requisite notice period, the Council could have completed a
notice, public hearing and monthly meeting, leaving little
opportunity for coordination under their existing procedures.
This is a major flaw in the overall permitting process.
17
vCASE STUDY - CHANNEL DREDGING
POINT JUDITH, RHODE ISLA~D
This case study is illustrative of the problems that
can arise between the Corps, Council and the community with-
out proper coordination and communication. 25
Over the past four years there has been an increasing
need for dredging in the East Channel at Point Judith.
It Nas decided that this would be a parallel project with
the Corps responsible for dredging the channel itself and the
Coastal Resources Management Council responsible for dredging
in and around the piers and south bulkhead.
Despite the fact that the need for dredging was in-
creasing, local residents delayed the project primarily be-
cause of concern over the composition of the dredge material
and the local of the dump site. A core sample was subsequently
taken by the CRMC staff which revealed that the vast majority
of the material was sand rather than silt or sludge and would
cause no odor problem. This finding alone alleviated much of
the local concern.
The Council's staff then drew up plans for the retaining
dike and submitted the completed application for review
following Corps guidelines. The Corps, in turn, stated that
18
there were discrepancies in the plans which had to be cor-
rected before the application could be sent out to notice.
These discrepancies were not spelled out at once and
were not clearly defined, which caused the application to be
sent back several times. In one instance, Corps calculations
on the area of the retaining dike were off by two acres,
which, if followed, would have caused the dredge material to
overflow.
In November of 1976, the application was again submitted
in its newly completed form and was scheduled to be sent out
to notice at that time. The Corps was contacted by the
Council staff in early January about the status of the permit
and found that it had not even left the office.
The application was finally approved in late March of
this year.
What is significant about this particular case is that
this application was not filed by an ordinary citizen but by
the CRMC's engineers who supposedly have better channels of
communication open to the Corps; secondly, the dredging pro-
ject was done in conjunction with the Corps, a fact that the
individual processing the application was not aware of until
later, indicating that communication within the Corps itself
may be lacking; and third, the inaccuracies of the Corps'
calculations leads to questions of how effective the review
will be with the expected increase in the nuwber of permits.
19
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POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS UNDER EXISTING DIRECTIVES
It is clear that as the permit requirements expand,
other means will have to be found to expand the respective
authorities ability to cope with the increasing load.
One of the most obvious areas where inter-agency
coordination could simplify the procedure for applicants is
in the standardization of permit forms. Provisions are
made for this in paragraph "hI" of the Corps rules and
regulations. But as the system functions now, both appli-
cations must be submitted simultaneously and separately.
A second area of coordination which would substantially
reduce time and duplication of effort is in the actual
processing of the application. Paragraph (f) of the Corps
regulations allows the District Engineer to enter into agree-
ments with states having on-going permit programs, which would
enable joint processing of permits. This would include:
joint public notices, joint public hearings and joint develop-
ment, review and analysis of the information. However, Corps
officials seem to interpret this paragraph as a one-sided
effort in which state agencies would coordinate with District
Engineers. The CorDs feels it is required by regulations to
adhere to the established timetable. While this type of
action would increase coordination, it would do little to
20
streamline the entire process.
This lack of coordination is often so pronounced that
the Council is not aware of delays on the Corps application
until applicants apply for extensions on their CRMC assents,
while awaiting final approval from the District Engineer.
So at the present time the two agencies are attempting to
develop ,~ays to improve their effectiveness separately.
In recent years, the Coastal ResourcesManagement Council
has become more efficient and responsive in handling appli-
cations. Therefore, it is' now directing its efforts toward
encouraging prospective applicants to submit more complete
applications to avoid unnecessary rework and to encourage
the applicants to attempt to resolve differences with local
communities or concerned citizens prior to the notice period.
This in many cases can avoid a lengthy hearing process.
(Appendix C)
The Corps is now in the process of initiating a Itgeneral
permitting" procedure for certain categories of activities
such as:
(1) small piers, docks and floats
(2) minor roadway modifications by government agencies
(3) logging roads
(4) minor soil and water conservation projects.
21
The general permit guidelines go through a period of
public notice and review similar to a normal application.
When this process is completed, applications conforming to
these guidelines can be submitted on a single page form and
can ideally be processed in a few days.
Several general permit categories are in the notice
period now. Bowever, this system is expected to meet oppo-
sition from environmental organizations and may consequently
be dealyed.
If and when the program is instituted, it will undoubted-
ly alleviate some of the pressure on the Corps but if they
are conscientiously carrying out their responsibilities under
their Section 404 authority, the application load should in-
crease to a level in excess of 2,000 per year in the New
England Region alone. The Corps present permitting staff
is twenty-three with seventeen part-time employees, which is
quite small considering the volume projected.
22
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FUTURE RECOMHENDATIONS
The problem remains then, how can governments and
agencies effectively protect the environment and at the same
time be responsive to the needs of small businesses and
individuals planning development in the coastal areas?
The following proposal is designed to address the question
fully realizing that many legislative, policy, and enforce-
ment hurdles would have to be overcome before it is feasible.
~-Iowever, I believe it could effectively streamline the
whole coastal permitting procedure.
BACKGROUND
Section 309 of the Coastal Zone Management Act provides
for continuing review by the Secretary of Commerce of the
management plans of the Coastal States and of the performance
of each state. The review is done to ensure that the state
programs are being implemented in conformance with their
plans and are conforming with the federal standards established
bv EPA and NEPA.
Therefore, states operating under an approved Coastal
Zone r'lanagernent P Ian would be in conformance with federal
standards regulating actions which would effect national
environmental quality. Under these circumstances, there
23
should be no need for a separate federal permit for general
activities within coastal state jurisdiction. The Corps could
then be utilized as an oversight or policing agency similar
to the Coast Guard.
My purpose in making these recommendations is not to
minimize the Corps' contribution in maintaining and improving
environmental quality. In many instances, such as the Marco
Island development in Florida, Corps intervention under the
national interest provisions of NEPA has prevented large scale
destruction of valuable coastal wetlands.
For this reason, I believe there are certain activities
that should continue to be reviewed by the Corps. They are:
(1) those activities which are totally funded by federal
funds and (2) those activities which are clearly national in
scope. Additionally, the Corps should retain the authority
to review and investigate complaints pertaining to activities
not felt to be in the national interest or alleged violations
of federal laws.
Thus the Corps could be phased out of local permitting
responsibilities in coastal areas leaving more time to review
and respond to larger issues.
If this approach were taken, it is obvious that much
work would have to be done. Federal and state legislatures
would have to enact enabling legislation and effected state
agencies would require increased budgets and staffs.
24
But in the long run, I believe this would produce a more
efficient permitting system which could be more responsive
to the public and at the same time preserve, protect and
enhance environmental quality. Beyond this, considering
the president's expressed commitment to reducing the size
of the federal governmellt and diminishing unnecessary govern-
nent influence. these proposed modifi,cations would seem most
appropriate.
25
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APPENDIX A
CRMC FORMS
Btatt of l\bobt 3J~lanb anb Jlrobibence tllantation~
COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
ROOM 508, VETERANS MEMORIAL BUILDING
83 PARK STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02903
Application for State Assent to perform work regulated by the provisions of Chapter 279 of the Public Laws of 1971, as
amended.
IFile No. Application Date
PLEASE TYPE OR PAINT
Location No. Street CityfTown
a",ner's Name Plat No. LOl No.
Address Telephone No.
Contractor Address Telephone No.
',ame of Waterway Estimaled cost of Project Fee
Yes
I
No
Have the extensions of riparian boundary lines been established to determine the area of riparian rights?
Proof of npanan ownarshio (written statement from tax assessor)
Name and address of adjacent property owners whose property adjoins the waterway,
Describe accurately the work proposed
(Use additional sheets of paper if necessary and attach to this form.)
Owner's Signature
;iate:
See reverse side-consult information booklet-application must be fully completed.
C /tMC Form 8· 1114
GENERAL LAWS OF RHODE ISLAND (1956) As Amended
S~, . 46·23·6. POWER AND DUTIES .-ln order to properly manage coastal resources the council shall have the following powers and duticv;
A. Planning and Management. The primary responsibility of the council sh311 be the .continuing planning for and management of the
resource- of the state's coastal region. The council shall be able to make any studies of conditions, activities. or problems of the state'
coastal region needed to carry ou t it~ responsibilities,
The resourcesmanagement process shall include the fcllowing basic phases:
a) Identify all of the state's coastal resources, water, submerged land, air space, fin !i<h, shellfish . minerals. physiographic features,
and so forth, .
b) Evaluate these resources in term, of their quantity , quality, capability for use, and other key characteristics.
c) Determine the current and potentiat uses of each resources,
d) Determine the current and potential problem, of each resources.
e) Formulate plans and programs for the management of each reso u rce, identifying permitted uses, locations, protection measures,
and so torth,
n Carry out these resources management programs through implemenring authority and coordination of slate. federal, local, and
private activities.
g) Formulation of st.mdards where these do not exist, and re-evaluation of r:<isting standards,
An initial ~cries of I CSOU1CCS managern .... nt activ ities shall be initiated through thi s basic peocess, till',] cadi phase shatl continuousty be
recycled and used 10 modifr the council's resources management programs and keep them current.
Planmug and management pr ograms Shall be formulat ed in terms of the characteristics and needs of each resource or group of related
resource'. However, all plans and programs shall be developed around basic standards and criteria, including:
al The need and demand for various actlviries and their impact upon ecological systems.
bl The degree of compatibility of various activities.
e) The capability of coastal reS,JUH'':, 10 support various activities .
dl Water quality ,tandards set by the department of health.
e) Consideration of plans, studies, surveys. inventories, and so forth prepared by other public and private sources,
o Consideration of contiguous land uses and I ran sporta t jon facilities .
g) Consistency with the state guide plan.
B. Implementation.-The council i, authorized to formu late policies and plans and 10 adopt ll'!!ulaliom necessary 10 implement ill various
management programs.
Any person, firm or governmental al('·IH·y pr"I',)< in;: any development or operation with in, above, or beneath the tidal water below
the mean hi~h water mark, extending out to the extent of the sra:e'sjuri>dictiun in 11.... territorial sea shall be required to deruonvrratc that
its proposal would not (I) conflict with an;' re sources ma qagcrncnt pl.rn or program: (21 make any area unsuitable for any uses or activities
10 which it is allocated by resources manugcrnen I plan or program: or (3) ,igniflcan;Jy <lamaj:e the environment of the c();\,l.ll region. The
council Iha :1 be authorized to approve, modify, set condition, for , or reject any such proposal.
The authority of Ihe council over land areas (those areas above the mean high water mark) shall be limited 10 that necessary to carry
out effective resources management programs. This shall be limited 10 the authority to approve , modify, set conditions for, or reject the
design, location, construction, alteration, and operation of specified activities or land uses when these are related to a water area under the
agency's jurisdiction, regardless of their actual location. The council', authority over these land uses and activities shall be limited to
situations in which there is a reasonable probability of confl ict with a plan or program for resources management or damage to th e coastal
environment. These uses and activities are:
a) Power generating and desalination plants.
b) Chemical or petroleum processing, transfer, or sto rage.
c) Minerals extraction.
d) Shoreline protection facilities and physiographical features.
c) Intertidal salt marshes, .
f) Sewage treatrnen t and disposal and solid waste disposal facili tics.
C. Coordination-The council shall have the following coordinating powers and duties:
al Functioning as a binding arbitrator in any matter of dispute involving both the resources of the stale's coastal region and the
interests of two (2) or more municipalities or state agencies.
b) Consulting and coordinaring actions with local, stale, regional, and federal Jg'cncies and private interests.
c) Conducting or sponsoring coastal research. .
d) Advising the governor, the general assembly, and the public on coastal matters.
D. Operations.-Tbe council shall be authorized to exercise the following operating functions . which are essential to management of coastal
resources:
a) Issue, modify or deny permits for ~ny 1V0rk in , above, or beneath the water areas under its jurisdiction. including conduct or any
form of aquaculture.
b) Issue, mod ify or deny permits for dredging, filling or any other physical altcrauon of intertidal salt marshes,
c) Licensing the use of coastal resources whi ch are held in trust bi' the state for all its citizens. and imposing: fees for private usc of
such n:sour~cs.
d) Determining the need for and establishing pierhead, bulkhead, jUld harbor lines.
c) Developing. leasing, and maintaining state piers and other state-owned property assigned to the agency by the department of
natural resources . the governor, or the general asse mbly.
I) Investigating complaints alleging violations of state laws or riparian rights in the state's tidal waters.
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CHECK LIST FOR APPLICATIONS AND DETAILED PLANS
APPLICATION FEE: $35.00
3. PROOF OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP (letter from local tax assessor)
4. ONE (1) 8~xl1 SITE PLAN (include the following checked i t e ms )
a. locali ty plan
b. s c a Le
c. locality name
d. waterway
e. locus
f. profi Lo arid sections
q. ebb & flood symbol
h. " graphic scales on "a l l views
i. M II W & M L W marks
j. harbor lines shown, if any present
k . soundings shown in fee t
1. complete property lines
m. area of riparian rights
n. sewage disposal system permit from R.I. State Health De p t .
o. approval for construction- building permit from local i n s p e c t o r
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APPENDIX B
CORPS FORMS
Ij
I
I
..,. .
DATA REQUIRED BV THE PRIVACV ACT OF 117"
(.1 II.S C :.5;:..1
for a Department of the Army Permit
~HO"'ITV
Section 10 Rlve~ & Harbor Act 1899, Section 103 Marine Protection. Research &
Sanctuaries Act of 1972, and Section 404 Federal Water Pollution Control Act
:I. "I'll INCr" AL. "U,."OSE (SI
Application fo~ for permits authorizing structures and work in or affecting
navigable waters of the United States. the discharge of dredged or f111 material
into navigable '..at e r s , and the transportation of dredged material for the purpose
of dumping it into ocean waters.
:r-H6u n ... e uSES
Describes the proposed activity, its purpose and intended use, including ~
description of the type of structures, 1f any, to be erected on fills, or pile
or float-supported platforms, and the type, composition and quantity of materials
to be discharged or dumped and means of conveyance.
The application is made at the District level and subsequently the content
is z~e a matter of public record through issuance of a public notice.
The content of the application is made available to any requesting agency, dealing
with the review of the application. The form itself is not made available; only
that information which is pertinent to the evaluation of the permit request.
~he form (or copies) could be kept on f1le at District, Division or OCE level,
depending on the details surrounding the case. The information could become a
.: part of an:!' record of a reviewing agency with a need to knov ; such u U.S. Fish &
Wildlife; Environmental Protection Agency; etc.
-.,j - iltA,N-O",-TO ~-';"'f:-;o5iRri\;V;C:oii:L""lJ;;:N;;T;'jA;:;A~v('fiD:jOISrrC:"jLrO;-;;S:'U"A;cE'A&N>:i'nO'£:;F:;F"'£'rC::;T:-;O:;;r.lU'"7.IN~O;;;;-'V;;I';:;O~U;"":;;A~L-;N:::O~T;;--;~=R:::;;O::-:V~1O~IN~O:;-:-:1N::-:F:-:O::-:R::-:",,:77"=T::-:::IO~N-:--------­
The disclosure of info~ation is VOLUNTARY. Incomplete data precludes proper
evaluation of the permit application. Without the necessary data, the permit
application cannot be proce8sed. The need for a Social Security number, name.
address and phone number is necessary. 1n case the permit application beco=es
involved ~n litigation, as' a Justice Department requirement.
I ENG FQRM 434 5 . Prluq Al:t Stat.rnent
-OA Form 4368-R , 1 May 76 (On.-TimcJ
APPLICATION FOR A DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PERMIT
One set of original drawings and two copies which show the location and character of the proposed activity must be
attached to this application (see sample drawings and'checklistl.
1. Application number (To be assigned by Corps). 2. Date. 3. For official use only.
Day Mo. Yr.
4. Name and address of applicant.
Telephone number Social Sscuritv No.
5. Name, address, and title o.f appl icant's authorized agent for permit appl ication coordination.
Telephone Number
6. Describe the proposed activity, its purpose and intended use, including a description of the type of structures. if any,
to be erected on fills, or pile or ftoat-supoorted platforms, and the type, composition and Quantity of materials to be
discharged or dumped and means of conveyance.
I
7. Proposed use.
IPrivate 0 Public 0 Commercial 0 Other 0 (Explain in remarks)
8. Name and addresses of adjoini n9 property owners whose property also adjoi ns the waterway . I
I9. Location where proposed activity exists or will occur.
Sec . Twp Rge (Where applicable)
State Count'( In · CitY 0' Town NeJ!r . C'ty Or Town
10. Name of waterway at location of the activity .
1 -
FORM REPLACES eNG FORMS 4345 AND 4345-1 lPART Al, MAY 71
ENG 1 APR 74 4345 A.ND 4345-1 (PART si, JUN 71, WHICH ARE OBSOLETE. (ER 1145_2_303)(EP 1145-2-1)
~ .... ....
11. Date activity is proposed to commence. .-:. _
Date activity is expected to be completed.
12. Is any portion of the activity for which authorization is sought now complete? Yes 0
If answer is "Yes" give reasons in the remarks section. Month and year the activity
was completed Indicate the existing work on the drawings.
No 0
-
13. List all approvals or certifications required by other Federal, interstate, state or local agencies fa mv structures,
construction, discharges. deposits or other activities described in this application.
Issuing Agency Type Approval Identification No. Date of Application Date of Approval
14. Has any agency denied approval for the activity described herein or for any activity directlv related to the activity
described herein? Yes 0 No 0 (If "Yes" explain in remarks)
15. Remarks (see paragraph 3 of Permits Pamphlet for additional information required for certain activities) .
16. Application is hereby made for a permit or permits to authori~e the activities described herein. I certify that I am
familiar with the information contained in this application. and that to the best of my knowledge and belief such
information is true, complete. and accurate. I further certify that I possess the authority to undertake the proposed
activities.
-
Signature of Applicant
18 U.S.C. Section fOOl provides that: Whoever. in any manner within the jurisdiction of any department or
agency of the United States knowl ingly and willfully falsifies. conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device
a material fact or makes any false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations or makes or uses any false
writing or document knowing same to contain any false fictitious or fraudulent statement or entry, shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisioned not more than five years, or both.
The application must be signed by the person who desires to undertake the proposed activitv: however. the application
may be signed by a duly authorized agent if accompanied by a statement by that person designating the agent and
agreeing to furnish upon request, supplernentetlnformation in support of the application.
If the activitv includes the discharge of dredged or fill material in navigable waters or the transportation of dredged
material for the purpose of dumping it in ocean waters. the application must be accompanied by a fee of $100 for
quantities exceeding 2500 cubic yards and $10 for quantities of 2500 cubic yards or less. Federal, State and local Ii
governments are excluded from this requirement.
· ...
NEW FEE REQUIREMENTS
If a permit is to be issued, a fee will be required prior to issuance in
accordance with regulations published in the Federal Register Vol. 41,
No. 246, 21 December 1976.
Fees are $10 for non-commercial work and $100 for commercial or industrial
work that is in support of operations that charge for pr~duction.
distribution. or sale of goods or services.
Do not inclose fee with application. A separate fee request will be made
before issuance of the permit. Federal, State, or local-governmental
agencies are excluded from fee requirements.
APPENDIX C
DRAWING REQUIREMENTS
AND CHECKUsr
1. General.
( ) Submit one original and two copies of
all drawings on 8- by IOlh-inch paper.
Submit the fewest number of sheets
necessary to adequately show the
proposed activity. Drawings should be
in accordance with the general format
of the enclosed sample drawings and
must be of good reproducable quality.
( ) A l-inch margin should be left at the
top edge of each sheet for binding
PUI1>0ses.
( ) Drawings should not reflect the
approval, non-objection, or action of
other agencies.
( ) Since drawings must be reproduced
photographically, colorshading cannot
be used. Drawings may show work as
dot' shading, hatching, cross-hatching,
or similar graphic symbols.
<') Show distance between proposed
activity and navigation channel where
,applicable.
2. Vicinity Map.
( ) Show location of the activity' site
including latitude and longitude if
known.
( ) Show name of waterway.
( ) Show name of and distance to local
town, community, or other identifying
location.
( ) Identify map or chart from which
vicinity map was taken, if applicable.
( ) Show graphic scale.
( ) Show north arrow.
the proposed activity is in tidal areas
on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts and
the Great Lakes. For the Pacific
Coastal areas, show mean higher high
water and mean lower low water.
Show ordinary high water line and
ordinary low waterline if proposed
activity is in a lake or stream.
( ) Show principal dimensions of structure
or work and ex tent of encroachment
beyond the applicable high waterline.
( ) For dredging,excavations. or fIlls,
show number of cubic yards, type of
material, method of handling, and
location of fill or spoil disposal area. If
• spoil rna terial is to be placed in
approved dumping grounds, a separate
map showing the location of the
dumping grounds may be attached.
The drawing must indicate proposed
retention levees, weirs, and/or other
devices for retaining hydraulicly placed
materials.
( ,) Show and identify structures (if any)
in navigable waters immediately
adjacent to the proposed activity
including permit numbers if known.
( ) Identify and show location of any
structures to be constructed on fill or
pile supported platforms in navigable
waters. If nothing is to be constructed
on fill or platform, state the intended
use.
( ) Show your property lines and identify
adjacent property owners, (On narrow
waterways the property owner on the
opposite shore must also be
identified.)
3. Plan
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
View
Show existing shorelines.
Show ebb and flood in tidal waters and
direction of flow in rivers.
Show north arrow.
Show graphic scale.
Show mean high and low waterlines if
c-i
4. Elevation and/or Section Views.
( ) Show same water elevations as for plan
view.
( ) Show depth at waterward face of
proposed work or if dredging is
proposed. show dredging grade.
( ) If a fill. float or pile supported
platform is proposed, show dimensions
and identity of any structures to be
erected thereon.
( ) Show graphic scale.
S. Noles on Drawings.
( ) List names of adjacent property
owners whose property also adjoins
the water if not shown in plan view.
C-2
( ) State purpose (private use.
commercial, etc.) of proposed activity .
( ) State datum used in plan and elevation
views.
( If petroleum products or other
hazardous material will be stored or
handJed at the proposed facility, so
indicate.
--_._-------~--
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COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
PROPOSED PAMPHLET
The Coastal Resources Management Council was established
in 1971 by legislative act; with its primary objective being
to "preserve, protect, develop and where possible restore the
coastal resources of the state. It was granted jurisdiction
over any development or operation in state waters seaward of
the mean high water mark such as construction, dredging,
filling, mineral extraction or agriculture.
The Council was also given jurisdiction over certain
activities taking place on coastal lands. These include:
- Power generating and desalinating plants
- Chemical and petroleum processing, transfer and
storage
- Mineral extraction
- Shoreline protection features (breakwaters, bulkheads,
groins) and physiographic features (beaches, bluffs,
etc.
- Intertidal salt marshes
- Sewage treatment and disposal and solid waste disposal
plants
The Council's primary tool in exercising its jurisdiction
is the permit application process. This application or
"assent" process performs two functions: (1) it provides the
state with a systematic procedure by which a project can be
evaluated on the basis of its potential benefits to the
individual or community and its possible environmental risks;
and (2) it provides the applicant with an early indication of
possible changes or alterations in proposed plans or processes
which might be required by state and federal regulations.
This pamphlet is designed to assist individuals in com-
pleting t ne application and to provide suggestions which will
avoid delays in obtaining permit approval.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
(1) Prior to completing the Council's assent application,
obtain the appropriate local and state permits.
(2) When dredging is required, if possible, obtain a
sample of the dredge material. (Knowing the composition of
the material may diminish opposition to the project.)
(a) Determine how much material is involved and
how it will be disposed of.
(b) If you have questions about any aspect of
the dredging operation contact the Division of Solid Waste
Management, Department of Health.
(3) In some cases, "limit of construction lines" or
"harbor lines" may influence design and construction in local
areas. If you are unsure whether these lines exist or will
affect your project, you may wish to consult the CRMC staff,
401-277-2476.
(4) The single factor which most often delays permit
approval is local objection. Consequently it is to your
advantage to consult and inform abutting property owners and
other concerned individuals about the proposed project.
If at all possible, try to resolve these problems prior to
submitting your application to the Corps.
(5) If your project requires a CRMC permit it is likely
that a Army Corps of Engineers Permit will also be required.
Information concerning Corps permits can be obtained by
writing to:
Chief, Permits Branch, New England Div.
u. S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
waltham,MA 02154
It is advisable to submit both permit applications at the
same time.
CID1C'S REVIEW PROCESS
As soon as a completed application is received, copies
are sent to all city and town governments, and to abutting
property owners. A 30-day waiting period follows to allow
objectors to come forward. Meanwhile, the application is
evaluated by state engineers, biologists or geologists as
appropriate. The site is inspected by at least one member of
the Coastal Resources Management Council and staff of the
Department of Natural Resources Coastal Resources Division.
----- - - - -
If no objections are registered within the 30-day wait-
ing period, the application is put on the agenda of the
Council's next monthly meeting for action by the full Council.
If the application is approved, an assent is granted
immediately.
In the case of an objection, the Council chairman appoints
a sub-committee of three to four members to review the appli-
cant's proposal. Notice of a public hearing, usually in the
applicant's area, is advertised 20 days in advance in state-
wide and local newspapers. At the pUblic hearing, testimony
is heard for and against the application and a complete steno-
graphic record is taken of the proceedings. Applicant may
engage legal counsel if he wishes.
After receiving the stenographic record, the sub-committee
prepares a report for the full Council. This may recommend
acceptance, denial, or modification of the applicant's propo-
sal, and is presented as soon as feasible at a monthly meeting
of the entire Council.
At a subsequent meeting of the entire Council, any new
evidence from applicant or objectors may be presented.
If there is no new evidence, the Council takes action at that
time. If an assent is granted, there is a 30-day waiting period
to allow for possible appeal by objectors to the Superior Court.
The following check list and sample plans have been inclu-
ded to assist you in completing your applications.
Any questions should be referred to the Coastal Resources
Management Council.
•STATE OF RHODE ISt~ND AND PROV:OENCE PLANTATIONS
COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
83 Park Street
Providence, R. 1. 02903
Dear Applicant:
The Coastal Resources Management Counc~l would like to bring to your
attention aod the attention of your representatives, if any, the fol-
lowing areas of this Council's enabling legislation snd policies and
regulations which must be addressed by all Applicants who propose any
alterations within the Coastal Zone.
Therefore, we would request that you and your representatives review .
the appropriate areas that pertain to your Application and be prepared
to address these areas when the matter comes up before the Council.
Specifically, Title 46, Chapter 23, Section 6 of the General Laws of the
State of Rhode Island state that an Applicant who proposes any develop-
ment or operation within rl~e Coastal Zonell shatl demonstratli that the
proposal would not
1. Conflict with any Resource Management plan or program~
2. Make any area unsuitable for any uses or acitvities to which it was
allocated by Resource Management plan or program, or
3. Significantly damage the environment of the Coastal Region.
Further, the Coastal Resources Management Council Plan: policies and
Regulations deal with specific types of alterations, developments and
operations which we her.cby draw your attention to. Generally speaking,
however, Chapter 1, Section 4 of che Coastal Management Council Plan:
Policies and Regulatio~s sets forth the following:
1-4. CRITERIA FOR DECISIONS
Where appr opr i a t e , decisions of the Council shall be based on criteria
including but not limited to the following:
1) direct orientation to the coastal region and need for a site in
the coastal region;
2) capacity of the site to support such development in terms of water
supply, sewage disposal, solid waste disposal, transportation
access and facilities, other supporting services and facilities,
soil suitability, susceptibility to flooding and storm damage, and
other factors;
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3) capacity of the area to support development (residential. co~
mercial, recreational, transportation, institutional, and so
forth) which may result from the granting of n Council permit;
4) effect on the natural environment: water pollution; air pollu-
tion; noise pollution; visual or aesthetic ef.fects; damage to
natural features, plant life, wildlife, and wildlife habitat;
and other effects;
5) effect on the cultural environment, such as recreation areas
and historic places;
6) economic development needs such as quantity and quality of
employment;
7) compatibility with nearby uses and activities;
• .
8) consistency with public and private plans and studies. particu-
larly with local comprehensive community plans;
9) consistency with ,the State Guide Plan;
10) cons Idera t Lcn of' cumulative, Iong- rt.erm effects as well as local-
ized, short-term effects; and
11) contribution to public use of, enjoyment of. and access to the
coastal region.
Additional criteria shall be established for particular uses, activities,
and areas.
The review of the above by yourself and/or your representatives and your
preparation to address applicable areas would serve to facilitate your Ap-
plication and avoid delays in the decision making process of this Council.
yours,
a,
LYONS, Chairma
Resources MatJag
~tatt of l\bobt 3jglanb anb t}robibenct ~lantation~
COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
ROOM 508, VETERANS MEMORIAL BUILDING
83 PARK STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02903
Application for State Assent to perform work regulated by the provisions of Chapter 279 of the Public Laws of 1971, as
amended.
IFile No. Application Date
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT
Location No. Street City/Town
Owner's Name Pial No. Lot No.
Address Telephone No.
--
Contractor Address Telephone No.
Name of Waterway Estimated cost of Project Fee
Have the extensions of riparian boundary lines been established to determine the area of riparian rights?
Yes
I
No
Proof of riparian ownershlO (written statement from tax assessor)
Name and address of adjacent property owners whose property adjoins the waterway.
Describe accurately the work proposed
IUse additional sheets of paper if necessary and attach to th is form.)
Note:
See reverse side-consult information booklet-application must be fully completed.
C Jl Me Form a· 1/74
Owner's Signature
GENERAL LAWS OF RHODE ISLAND (1956) As Amended
Sec.4o":!3·6. POWER AND DUTIES.-ln order to properly manage coastal resources the council shall have the fullo\\ling powers and d"ticv:
A. Planning and Management. The primary responsibility of the council shall be the continuing planning: for and management of the
resources of the state's coastal region. The council shall be able 10 make any studies of condition', uctivittcs, or problems of the state's
coastal region needed to carry QU I ils rcsponsibili ties.
The resources management process shall include the following bask phases:
a} lderrtify all of the state's coastal resources, water, submerged land, air space, fin fi,h, shellfish. mineral>, physiographic features,
and so forth. -
h) Evaluate these resources in terms of their quantity, quality. capability for use, and other key characteristics.
c) Determine the current and potential uses of each resources.
d) Determine the current and potential problems of each resources.
e) Formulate plans and programs for the management of each resource. identifying permitted uses. locations, protection measures.
and so forth,
n Carry OUI these:' resource, management programs through implementing authority and coordination of state, federal, local, and
private activities.
g} Formulation of standards where these do not cxivt, lind re-evaluation of existing standards.
An in irial se rics 0 r resou rces manazcmen l ac tiv ilks shall be initiated through this bnsic process, then each phase shall con tinu ously be
recycled and used to modify the council', resources rnanagement programs and keep them current,
Plan nit,:; and management programs shall be formulated in terms of the characteristic and needs of each resource or group of rctarcd
resources, However, aU plans and programs shall be developed around basic standard, and criteria, including:
a) The need and demand for various activitie-, and their impact upon ecological sY'lo:ms.
b) The degree of compatibility of various activities,
c) The capability of coastal resources to SUPPOlt various activities.
dl Water q\lalit}' standards set by the department of health.
e) Consideration of ptuns, studies, survey ... inventories, and so forth prepared by other public and private sources,
f) Consideration of contiguous land uses and transportation rncilitie«,
g) Consistency with the stale guide plan.
B. lmplemenrarion-The council is authorized to formulate policies :w d plans and 10 ,d"pl Icgllb/iml ' rlCC"S~~IY to implement it> various
management programs.
Any pervon, firm or governmental ~;;"ncy proposing any development or operation wi thin, "hove, or beneath the tiJal water below
the mean hIgh water mark. ex tending out to the extent of tile state's jurisdiction in II,': tcnitori:,l ,ea shall he required 10 demonstrate that
its proposal would not (I) con t1ict with any resources management plan "I pr<!~, ~n1: (]) make any area unsuitable for any, uses 01 activincs
to which it i~ 3110,'i1teJ by resources management plan or program: or (1) siguif icant ly damage the envuonment of the coastal region, The
council shall be authorized to approve, modify, set condit ions f'll. or reject an~ "-1..:11 proposal,
The authority of the council over land areas (those areas above the mean high wafer mark) shall be limited to that necessary to carry
out effective resources management programs. This shall be limited to the authority to ~pprove, modify, set conditions for, or reject the
design, location, construction. alteration, and operation of specified activities or land uses when these are related to a water area under the
agency's jurisdiction, regardless of their actual location. The council's authority over these land uses and activities shall be limited to
situations in which there is a reasonable probability of conflict with a plan or program for resources management or damage to the coastal
environment, These uses and activities arc:
a) Power genera ting and desali nation plan IS.
b) Chemical or petroleum processing. transfer. or storage,
c) Minerals extraction.
d) Shoreline protection facilities and physiographical feature"
e) Intertidal salt marshes,
f) Sewage treatment and disposal and solid waste disposal facili ties.
C. Coordinatron-The council shall have the following coordinating powers and duties:
a) Functionillll 3' a binding arbitrator in any matter of dispute involving both the resources or the state's coastal region and the
interests of two (2) or more municipalities or stare agencies,
b) Consulting and coordinating actions with !eKe'l, stale. regional, and federal agencies and private interests,
c) Conducting or sponsoring coastal research.
d) Advising the governor, the general assembly, and the public on coastal matters.
D. Operations-The council shall be au thorized to exercise lh~ following operating functions, which are essential to management of coastal
resources:
a) lssue, modify or deny permits for any work ill. above, or beneath the water are as under its jurisdiction, including conduct of any
form of aquaculture. . .
b) I,sue, modify or deny permits for dredging, filling or any other physical alteration or intertidal salt marshes.
c) Licensing the use of coastal resources which are held in trust by the state for all its citizens, and imposing fees for private usc of
such resou rces,
d) Il,'!erminino the need Ior and establishing pierhead, bulkhead,;md harbor lines,
(OJ lkveloping~ leasing, and maintaining state piers and other Slate-owned property assigned to the agency by the department of
natural resources, the governor, or the general assembly.
l) Investigating complaints alkging violations of state laws or riparian rights in the stale', tidal waters,
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